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Abstract: While keeping in mind the demand of today’s technology 
we review the work of Vedic multiplier using adiabatic logic based 
design. Vedic mathematics is the ancient Indian system of 
mathematics which mainly deals with Vedic mathematical formulae 
and their application to various branches of mathematics. Sri Bharati 
Krsna Tirtha constructed 16 sutras and 16 upa sutras after extensive 
research in the field of Atharva Veda. It has been found that Urdhva 
Tiryakbhayam is the most efficient among these 16 Vedas. High 
performance systems such as microprocessors, digital signal 
processors, filters, ALU etc. consists of so many components in which 
multiplier plays a vital role. Most of the DSP computations involve 
the use of multiply-accumulate operations, and therefore the design 
of fast and efficient multipliers is imperative. However, power, area 
and speed are usually conflicting constraints so that improving speed 
results mostly in larger areas or power. The power consumption of 
the Vedic multiplier is low as it generates all partial product and 
their sum in one step. The proposed review work can results in one of 
the better option in choosing a high speed and energy efficient 
multiplier out of other generated multipliers fabricating in different 
technology. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Vedic mathematics has proved to be the most robust technique 
for arithmetic operations. In contrast, conventional techniques 
for multiplication provide significant amount of delay in 
hardware implementation of n-bit multiplier. Moreover, the 
combinational delay of the design degrades the performance 
of the multiplier. Hardware-based multiplication mainly depends 
upon architecture selection in FPGA or ASIC. 

In this work we have put into effect a high speed Vedic 
multiplier using DTGAL (Dual transmission gate adiabatic 
logic). 

2. VEDIC MATHEMATICS SUTRAS 

Vedic Mathematics deals with Sixteen Sutras [7]. These sutras 
are given below alphabetically with their brief meaning.All 
these sutras have vast study. Discussion of all of them is 

beyond the scope of this paper. Only one Sutra number 14 
“Urdhva Tiryakbhyam” has been discussed. 

1. Anurupye Shunyamanyat–If one is in ratio, the other is 
zero 

2. Chalana-Kalanabyham–Differences and Similarities 
3. Ekadhikina Purvena–By one more than the previous one 
4. Ekanyunena Purvena–By one less than the previous one 
5. Gunakasamuchyah–The factors of the sum is equal to the 

sum of the factors. 
6. Gunitasamuchyah–The product of the sum is equal to the 

sum of the products. 
7. Nikhilam Navatashcaramam Dashatah–All from 9 andthe 

last from 10 
8. Paraavartya Yojayet–Transpose and adjust 
9. Puranapuranabyham–By the completion or non 

completion. 
10. Sankalana-vyavakalanabhyam–By addition and by 

Subtraction 
11. Shesanyankena Charamena–The remainders by the last 

Digit 
12. Shunyam Saamyasamuccaye–When the sum is the same 

that sum is zero  
13. Sopaantyadvayamantyam–The ultimate and twice the 

Penultimate 
14. Urdhva Tiryakbyham–Vertically and crosswise. 
15. Vyashtisamanstih–Part and Whole 
16. Yaavadunam–Whatever the extent to fit deficiency 

3. URDHAVA–TIRYAGBHYAM 

The multiplier is based on an algorithm Urdhva Tiryakbhyam 
(Vertical & Crosswise) of ancient Indian Vedic Mathematics. 
Urdhva Tiryakbhyam Sutra is a general multiplication formula 
applicable to all cases of multiplication. It literally means 
"Vertically and crosswise". It is based on a novel concept 
through which the generation of all partial products can be 
done with the concurrent addition of these partial products. 
Multiplication of 2 x 2 is shown in the example:-26 x 46 
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Fig. 1: shows the UT multiplication 

For NXN multiplication unit, we require four N/2 bit 
multipliers, two N bit full adders, one half adder and N/2 bit 
full adder to add the sum and carry of half adder shown in Fig. 
2.2 [1]. High speed of multiplier depends highly upon speed of 
adder units used. 

Let N=4 to find 4x4 multiplication we required four 2x2 bit 
multiplier, two 4 bit full adder, one half adder and 2 bit full 
adder to add the sum and carry of half adder. Let the two four 
digit input number be a0a1a2a3 and b0b1b2b3 on multiplication 
resulting into eight bit output s0 to s7. First we need to 
calculate four partial products 2x2 i.e. a0a1 x b0b1, a0a1 x b2b3 , 

a2a3 x b0b1 , a2a3 x b2b3 result will generates four bit output 
each. The results of these individual partial product fed to the 
4 bit full adder and corresponding results to the half bit adder 
as shown in the block diagram in Fig. 2.2 below results in to 
an eight bits output s0 to s7. In this approach, three 4-bit ripple 
carry adders are used and the combinational path delay is 
found to be 13.102 ns. Results are compared with Array and 
Booth Multiplier and it is observed that the execution time has 
been reduced for Vedic multiplier and thus proves to be better. 

The block diagram representation for 4 bit multiplication is 
shown below. 

 
Fig. 2.2: Block diagram for 4x4 Vedic multiplier using  

ripple carry adder [1] 

4. ADIABATIC SWITCHING 

In the following section adiabatic switching analysed in detail: 

Adiabatic Logic does not abruptly switch from 0 to VDD (and 
vice versa), but a voltage ramp is used to charge and recover 
the energy from the output. The principle of operating an 
adiabatic gate is presented for a buffer gate in the Efficient 
Charge Recovery Logic (ECRL, [2]) in Fig. 3.1. The gate 
consists of two cross-coupled PMOS devices that are used to 
store the information. The logic function is constructed via 
two NMOS devices. Cascaded gates are operated by a four-
phase power-clock signal. Input signals for the ECRL gate in 
Fig. 3.1are shifted by 90° with respect to the applied power-
clock signal. Now for instance it is assumed, that input in is at 
logic one and the dual input in is at zero. Then the NMOS 
device N1 will conduct and connect out to ground, while N2 is 
disabled. As soon as the power-clock φ ramped from 0 to VDD 
reaches the threshold voltage Vth,p of the PMOS device, P2 
will be turned on. Thus the output signal out will follow the 
power-clock φ. Now the gate voltage of device P1 is equal to 
the supply voltage, the gate-to-source voltage is zero, thus this 
device stays disabled. As soon as φ reaches the maximum 
level VDD the input signals are ramped down, as the 
preceding gate recovers the energy at this time. The PMOS 
devices will take care of storing the information while both 
NMOS devices are disabled. Then the power-clock is 
descending from VDDto 0. While φ is above Vth,p charge from 
the output out is restored to φ. A certain fraction of energy 
1/2CoutV2

TH,Premains on the according output capacitance that 
is dissipated or reused in the next cycle, according to the 
succeeding input signals. 

 
Fig. 3.1: An ECRL buffer and an exemplary scheme of the signals 

in the gate in operation 

To calculate the energy consumed by charging a capacitance 
adiabatically, the equivalent circuit in Fig. 3.2for an adiabatic 
gate is used. 

 
Fig. 3.2 Equivalent circuit to determine the losses by 

adiabatically loading a capacitance 
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It can be seen that ECRL has non-adiabatic loss on output 
nodes. As the ECRLuses two cross-coupled pMOS transistors 
for both pre-charge and energy recover, thus its energy loss 
per cycle is 

EECRL=(2RP CL / T)CLV2
DD + CL VTP,  (1) 

Where CL is the load capacitance, Rp is the turn-on resistance 
of pMOS transistors, T is the transition time of the power-
clock, VDD is the peak voltage of power-clocks, and VTP is 
threshold voltage of pMOS transistors. Thus, from Equation 
(1), it can be inferred that the non-adiabatic energy loss is 
dependent on the load capacitance and independent of the 
frequency of operation. 

To overcome this disadvantage, a dual transmission gate 
adiabatic logic (DTGAL) has been presented in [2], as shown 
in Fig. 3.3. It is composed of two main parts: the logic 
evaluation circuit and the energy-recovery circuit. The logic 
evaluation circuit consists of transmission gates (Ni, PI) and 
(Nib, P2). The energy-recovery circuit consists of transmission 
gates (NI, PI) and (N2, P2). The cross-coupled transistors (N3 
and N4)make the un-driven output node grounded. The power-
clockclk charges the output (out or outb) through Ni and PI (or 
Nib and P2) under the control of the inputs (in and inb). The 
energy of output nodes is recovered to clk through NI and PI 
(or N2 and P2)under the control of the feedback signals (fin 
and finb), which are from the outputs of the next-stage buffer 

 

Fig. 3.3: DTGAL buffer, power-clocks, and its  
simulated waveform[3]. 

Cascaded DTGAL gates are driven by the same four-
phasepower-clocks as ECRL circuits. For the final-stage 
DTGAL gate in a pipelined chain, an additional ECRL buffer 
(the lower buffer in Fig. 3.4) is used and its outputs (fin4 and 
finb4) control energy-recovery of the final-stage DTGAL gate. 
The simulated waveform (out4) is shown in Fig. 3.5. It can be 
seen that DTGAL hasn't non-adiabatic loss on output nodes. 
An adiabatic driving scheme for large load capacitances 
isshown in Fig. 3.4 [3]. The energy loss per cycle of the 
adiabatic driver can written as 

EDriver= (2 RCL/T) CLV2
DD+(2RDTGALC1/T)C1V

2
DD 

+ (2 RPC2/T)C2V
2
DD+C2 V

2
TP,  (2) 

 
Where R is turn-on resistance of the transmission gates (Ni,NI, 
and PI) or (Nib, N2, and P2) of the DTGAL bufferdriving CL, 
RDTGAL is the turn-on resistance of thetransmission gates of the 
first-stage DTGAL buffer, RP is turn-on resistance of PMOS 
transistors of the ECRL buffer, C1 and C2 are the capacitance 
of the nodes out1 and fin2,respectively. In (1), the first term 
represents the energy loss of the DTGAL buffer driving CL, 
and the second term represents the energy loss of first-stage 
DTGAL buffer, and the third and fourth terms represent the 
energy loss of the ECRL buffer. Although the ECRL buffer has 
the non-adiabatic energy loss C2V

2
TP, this energy loss is 

small,because the capacitance C2, which mainly consists of 
gatecapacitance of the N1 (or N2) in the DTGAL buffer, is 
farsmaller than the load capacitance CL. 

 
Fig. 3.4: Adiabatic driving scheme for large load capacitance [4]. 

 

Fig. 3.5: Total energy dissipation per cycle of the adiabatic driver 
versus channel width of transistors (Ni, Nib, NI and N2). F is 100 

MHz and VDD is 1 .8V [3]. 

For a large load capacitance, the energy loss of the DTGAL 
buffer driving CL can be reduced by increasing the channel 
width of the transmission gates, but this will increase C1 and 
C2 in (2). Therefore, the optimal size ofthe transmission gates 
can be chosen to minimize the total energy dissipation [2]. 

Fig. 3.5 shows simulation results of the total energy 
dissipation of the adiabatic driver for various channel widths 
of the transmission gate using 0.18µm TSMC process [3]. 

5. CONCLUTION & FUTURE SCOPE 

On doing various comparatively study onVedic multiplier with 
other multiplier indicates that Vedic multiplier takes the least 
power consumption compare to the other optimize multiplier 
circuits. Since greater number of adders isused for larger 
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multipliers, the power savings of smalloperand sizes can be 
directly extrapolated to higher operand multiplier modules. 

Oneought to consider energy delay product (EDP), 
whichshould combine a measure of performance and, energy 
is more relevant a metric than the Power delayproduct (PDP). 
After studying the various multiplier technique the following 
result may be recapitulated:the PDP ofthe conventional Vedic 
multiplier is worse than thePDP of the adiabatic multiplier, 
due to negligiblenon-adiabatic loss in the DTGALlogic. 
Thought the adiabatic is comparatively slower, thePDP is very 
low due to very humble powerconsumption. It has been found 
in study that 8X8 (2x2) Vedic Adiabaticmultiplier saves almost 
16.5% (57.5%) of the8x8(2X2) conventional Vedic multiplier. 

 Current works are oriented towards improvising the 
specifications, the Vedic multiplier already offers. As an 
inspiration to future works, it is is expected that there be more 
revival of Vedic mathematic Sutras (algorithm) which when 
implemented using adiabatic logic, can challenge conventional 
methods in terms of speed, accuracy and power consumption. 
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